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The fourth book of Ira Nayman’s increasingly improperly named Transdimensional Authority series (really, would it have killed him to 
plan the series more in advance? George R. R. Martin planned the first 137 books in his series – it will take more generations in his family 
to write than the books themselves actually chronicle – before he wrote a single word, and everybody knows where they stand with him), 
features Time Agency agent Radames Trafshanian. When she’s not trying to impress her good friend in the Transdimensional Authority, 
her very special friend, if you know what we mean (and, if you do, could you please tell us, because we’re not entirely certain…), 
Radames is busy trying to solve crimes against time (that is, crimes that are themselves against time, not trying to solve them against time 
– she’s not on the clock… well, she sort of is, but you know what we mean don’t you. You don’t? Well then, you’ll have to read It’s Just 
the Chronosphere Unfolding as it Should to find out). In this novel, which is not nearly as parenthetical as the previous sentence may have 
led you to believe, we accompany Radames on her latest case, followed by her previous case (time travel’s like that) and on the way we 
find out much more about the origin of the Time Agency itself and why it’s organised like a Library, which is very timely (see what we 
did there?). Featuring guest appearances by Noomi Rapier, Elvis Presley and Margaret Atwo–. 
 

 

In his past lives, Ira Nayman was, among other things: a cave painter whose art was not appreciated in his lifetime; several nameless 
peasants who died before their 20th birthday during the Dark Ages; a toenail fungus specialist in the court of Louis XIV; and Alan 
Turing’s scullery maid. In his current incarnation, Ira is the creator of Les Pages aux Folles, a Web site of political and social satire that is 
over 10 years old (that’s positively Paleolithic in Internet years!). Five collections of Alternate Reality News Service (ARNS) stories 
which originally appeared on the Web site have been self-published in print. Ira has produced the pilot for a radio series based on stories 
from the first two ARNS books; “The Weight of Information, Episode One” can be heard on YouTube. Ira has also written a series of 
stories that take place in a universe where matter at all levels of organization has become conscious. They feature Antonio Van der Whall, 
object psychologist. Ira’s Web Goddess tells him he should make more of the fact that he won the 2010 Jonathan Swift Satire Writing 
Contest. So, Ira won the 2010 Jonathan Swift Satire Writing Contest. In another life (but still within this incarnation) Ira has a Masters 
degree in Media Studies from The New School for Social Research which was conducted entirely online. He also has a PhD in 
Communications from McGill University. Ira taught New Media part-time at Ryerson University for five years. Whoever created the 
Karmic wheel has a lot to answer for... 
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